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Three Products Fail China's Latest Food Safety Spot
Checks
Samples of three food products have failed the latest spot checks
on food safety conducted by the China Food and Drug
Administration (CFDA), the administration said in a statement
Thursday.
A total of 493 batches of samples featuring six categories of food
products underwent spot checks, with the three failed products
ordered to be removed from shelves or recalled.
A cheese product distributed by a Shanghai-based company was
suspended for containing too much yeast, with content 6.8 times
higher than the national standard of 50 CFU/g.

Beijing Health Product
Companies Moved to
Tangshan

The excessive yeast might have resulted from either the
contamination of raw materials during processing or the
contamination of products due to the lack of control over storing
and transport conditions, according to CFDA.

Foreign CEOs: Govt Support
Boost Business
Environment in China

The other two failed products were a fermented bean curd product
from central China's Hunan province and a tofu product from the
Southwest city of Zunyi, both of which were tested positive for
coliform bacteria.
According to a recent guideline jointly issued by the Ministry of
Commerce and nine other central government departments, China
is looking to complete its product quality traceability system by
2020, which targets key products including food, medicine, special
equipment, dangerous materials and rare earth.
The system will provide information regarding sources, destinations
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and accountable persons to reinforce product quality
and safety, the guideline said. (Source: Xinhua)

introducing facts about the development of public
health.

Sichuan Launches Campaign over Health
Food Sales Fraud

China has constantly improved health programs,
and provided diversified and targeted health
services to meet the special needs of various
groups in a non-discriminatory and equal manner,
it said.

The local regulators of Sichuan province has recently
launched campaign to crack down over food and
health food fraud.
The campaign targets at the production and sales
companies of food and health food, also those
companies which import relevant products. The
third-party platforms are also asked to take due
responsibilities in the industry.
Nine provincial government agencies, including the
public security department, commerce department,
news and publication department, FDA and the
cyberspace office team up in this campaign.
Special attention will be paid to those import food
and health food companies which have not gained
production and sales approval from regulators, those
vendors which take illegal measures to hold meetings
or any other marketing campaigns to sell products,
and those which conduct false advertisement.
(Source: news. 163.com)

China Improves Health of Special Groups:
White Paper
The Chinese government has attached great
importance to the protection of the right to health of
special groups such as women, children, the elderly
and the disabled, according to a white paper
released Friday.
The white paper, "Development of China's Public
Health as an Essential Element of Human Rights,"
was issued by the State Council Information Office,

The maternal and child health care service system
has been continuously improved, and in 2016, the
Chinese government invested 2.9 billion yuan
(436.7 million U.S. dollars) to support the
construction of 247 city- and county-level maternal
and child health care institutions, the document
said.
According to the white paper, children's health has
improved remarkably. In 2016, infant mortality was
7.5 per thousand and that of children under five
was 10.2 per thousand, both meeting the targets
set in the UN Sustainable Development Goals and
the Program for the Development of Chinese
Children (2011-2020) ahead of schedule.
The gap between China and developed countries is
rapidly narrowing. In 2016, for children under five,
the underweight and growth retardation rates, and
anemia prevalence decreased to 1.49 percent, 1.15
percent and 4.79 percent, respectively -- all
meeting the targets set in the Program for the
Development of Chinese Children (2011-2020)
ahead of schedule.
The health care service system for the elderly has
improved. By the end of 2015, there were 453
rehabilitation hospitals, 168 nursing homes and 65
nursing stations around China, up by 69.0 percent,
242.9 percent and 16.1 percent, respectively from
2010, the document said.
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Disability prevention and rehabilitation services for
persons with disabilities have also improved. From
2012 to 2016, 15.26 million people with disabilities
received basic rehabilitation services nationwide, it
said. (Source: Xinhua)

Beijing Health Product Companies Moved
to Tangshan

while shifting the development focus to quality,
efficiency and sustainability, senior executives from
foreign enterprises told the Global Times.
"I've been coming to China since 2012. During the
past five years, I have been deeply impressed by the
energy and innovation in China," Thierry Garnier,
president and CEO of Carrefour China, told the
Global Times Tuesday.

Eight health product companies from Beijing kicked
off construction of their production bases in
Tangshan. The constructions were invested with
1.05 billion yuan.

"The rapid development demonstrates the vitality of
China's market in economic globalization," Garnier
said.

19 medical equipment and health food products
will move into the same industrial part in Tangshan
, which will be invested with 3 billion yuan in total.

The past five years has seen the emergence of
services designed to offer convenience for
consumers in China.

The construction of 20 buildings in the industrial
park will be completed by the end of next May. So
far 15 companies will move into this park, and 11 of
them have completed registration.

"The introduction of shared bicycles solves 'the last
mile' problem; the development of online-to-offline
makes life more convenient; and the birth of mobile
payment allows people to travel around with only a
mobile phone," Garnier noted.

The production volume generated by the eight
health product companies will reach 200 billion
capsule with the value of 3 billion yuan. The
companies will create employment of 300 to 500.
(Source: report. hebei.com)

Foreign CEOs: Govt Support Boost Business
Environment in China
Words like "fast, innovative and inclusive" are cited
by senior executives from foreign enterprises to
describe China's economic development during the
last five years, as they see the country becoming an
innovation powerhouse and a leader in various
trends such as e-commerce.
Remarkable achievements have been made in
China thanks to the country's efforts to steer such a
sizeable economy toward continuous steady
growth, especially with the continuous opening-up

"For enterprises like us, this offers a wide spectrum
of reference data, based on the purchasing habits of
consumers, which gives us a sharper insight into
customer needs [and allows us] to provide better
services and innovative formats," he said.
The improving legal environment in China and
cultivation of talent has also set up a solid base for
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foreign enterprises to invest and develop in the
country, according to Garnier.
China has changed more in the past three years
than it has the last 30 years, and its transformation
will definitely accelerate in the five years to come,
with 500 million new consumers, 200 cities rising
amid accelerating urbanization and a large middleclass population, said Jean-Paul Agon, chairman
and CEO of L'Oreal.
"We are happy to see that China's supply-side
structural reform has gained momentum through
upgrading of consumption and the further opening
of the market. This trend is also expected to elicit
more positive competition that will strengthen the
competitiveness of local industry and further
activate the dynamics of China's overall economy,"
Agon told the Global Times.
China's continuous efforts to reinforce open
partnership and innovation to boost regional
economic prosperity and people's livelihoods are
setting a great example for the world, the
executives noted.
They said that the Belt and Road initiative is
accelerating the economic globalization process
and that it allows global companies to further
expand their footprint across the world. They also
told the Global Times that they are more than
willing to participate in potential initiatives and to
bring products to more consumers through various
methods such as cross-border e-commerce
platforms.
E-commerce will become China's calling card in the
future, and it could inject vitality into the world
economy, Agon predicted.
China has established one of the world's most

globalized, open-source and effective e-commerce
networks with world-class innovation in technology
and a business model that has been reshaping the
way companies around the globe connect with each
other and create commercial value, according to
Agon.
China's cross-border e-commerce industry has
achieved substantial growth since the 18th National
Congress of the Communist Party of China in 2012,
said Elaine Chang, vice president of Amazon and
president of Amazon China.
During the past five years, the central government
has stepped up efforts to roll out favorable policies
to support cross-border e-commerce, which has
provided more development opportunities for the
domestic e-commerce sector as well as Amazon's
business, Chang told the Global Times Tuesday.
"These measures have shown the Chinese
government's desire to further open up the market
and actively attract foreign investment. We believe
the implementation of the policies will further
enhance the business environment for foreign
enterprises in China," Chang noted.
"We have confidence in China's economic growth,"
Chang said, adding that innovation will continue to
play a key role in boosting China's economy.
What should be noted is that for an ardent
champion of economic globalization like China, the
biggest challenge is green development and
environmental protection, said Agon.(Source: Global
Times)
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